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### Title:
**Commissioner of Internal Revenue vs. Court of Appeals, Court of Tax Appeals, and Young
Men’s Christian Association of the Philippines, Inc.: A Discourse on Tax Exemption for Non-
profit Organizations**

### Facts:
The Young Men’s Christian Association of the Philippines, Inc. (YMCA) was assessed for
deficiency income tax by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue (CIR) in 1984, due on
income earned in 1980 from leasing parts of its premises and from parking fees. The YMCA
contested this,  claiming tax exemption as a non-profit  organization focused on welfare,
educational,  and charitable activities.  The CTA ruled in favor of  the YMCA, a decision
affirmed by the CA both on initial review and upon reconsideration after an initial reversal
in favor of the CIR. The CIR then appealed to the Supreme Court, challenging the CA’s final
decision favoring the YMCA’s tax exemption claim.

### Issues:
1. Whether the factual findings of the Court of Tax Appeals (CTA) about YMCA’s operations
and its rental income were correctly affirmed by the Court of Appeals (CA).
2. Whether the rental income derived from real property and parking fees by YMCA, a non-
profit organization, is subject to income tax under the National Internal Revenue Code
(NIRC) and the Constitution.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court ruled in favor of the CIR, reversing the CA’s decision and reinstating
the initial CA ruling which held that YMCA’s income from rentals and parking fees is subject
to income tax.  The Court  clarified that  the last  paragraph of  Section 27 of  the NIRC
unambiguously subjects the income from any property of exempt organizations to tax. The
Court  distinguished between the organization’s  tax-exempt  status  and its  income from
properties  or  activities  conducted  for  profit,  emphasizing  strict  interpretation  in  tax
exemptions. Furthermore, the Supreme Court found no constitutional tax exemption for
YMCA’s rental income, dismissing claims based on the 1987 Constitution’s provisions on
charitable institutions and educational entities.

### Doctrine:
1. **Strict Interpretation in Tax Exemptions**: This case reaffirms the doctrine that tax
exemptions are strictly construed against the taxpayer and in favor of tax imposition. Such
exemptions must be clearly stated in the law and cannot be presumed.
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2. **Income of Non-profit Organizations from Properties**: The income derived by non-profit
organizations from any of their properties, regardless of how such income is utilized, is
subject to the relevant taxes unless explicitly exempted by law.

### Class Notes:
– Organizational Tax Exemption: Organizations claiming tax exemption must do so based on
explicit provisions in the tax code and not through broad interpretations of their charter’s
intents and purposes.
–  Rental  Income Taxation:  Rental  income derived  by  exempt  organizations  from their
properties is subject to income tax unless such income is clearly exempted in the tax code.

### Historical Background:
This case presents an intersection of tax law principles and the operation of non-profit
organizations  in  the  Philippines.  The  Young  Men’s  Christian  Association  (YMCA),
internationally  known  for  its  social,  educational,  and  charitable  works,  faced  a  legal
examination  of  its  income-generating  activities’  taxability  within  the  Philippine  legal
framework.  The  Supreme Court’s  decision  underscores  the  strict  interpretation  of  tax
exemption provisions and reaffirms the government’s stance on the universality of income
taxation principles, even in the context of non-profit operations.


